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Introdu tion

Fault tolerant algorithms are often designed under the assumption that no more than t out of
n pro esses or omponents an fail. This approa h was pioneered by the SIFT proje t [22℄, and
has sin e been widely applied to the design of algorithms for real riti al systems, e.g., air traÆ
ontrol [6℄, other highly available servi es like le servers [15℄, and so on. It is su h a ommon
assumption that most fault tolerant algorithms found in the literature today adopt it without any
justi ation (e.g., [14, 19℄).
It is a ommon assumption be ause the t out of n model gives one a simple abstra tion for
reasoning about failure-prone environments and system reliability. With this assumption it is fairly
easy to design and verify proto ols and also to express lower and upper bounds. Unfortunately,
when adopting this assumption, we often forget the relationship between the t out of n assumption
and system reliability.
In real systems reliability is typi ally expressed in terms of the probability that the system
meets its spe i ation. A more re ned model expresses survivability as a range of probabilities for
the system meeting a number of di erent degraded spe i ations [13℄. When hara terizing the
possible failures as t out of n, one is impli itly expressing an upper bound on system reliability as
the probability that t failures or less o ur throughout the time the algorithm runs.
Forgetting the relation between the t out of n assumption and system reliability an lead to
a foolish design. For example, some onsensus proto ols (e.g., [7℄) have a stru ture in whi h on e
t failures have been dete ted the proto ol pro eeds with the assumption that no further failures
will o ur. A more sensible design would have the proto ol be ome more autious under these
ir umstan es: if t failures have o urred then it is possible that the failure analysis done in
omputing t was faulty, and so further failures may be more likely under these ir umstan es.
Su h foolishness an o ur in a more subtle manner. In this position paper we remind ourselves
of the relation between failure assumptions and system reliability. We bring to the surfa e some
impli it assumptions made by the t out of n failure hara terization and dis uss their limitations.
We brie y dis uss failure assumptions that address some of these limitations. We argue that not
all the short omings of this model have adequate solutions as of yet.
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Limitations of Existing Failure Models

The t out of n hara terization of failures is impli itly based on the following assumptions: (1)
all failure types are equally likely; (2) the probability of a omponent failing while a proto ol is
in progress is independent of the duration of the proto ol; (3) all omponents that an fail have
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an identi al probability of failure; and (4) failure probabilities of di erent omponents are mutually independent. These assumptions do not adequately re e t the nature of real-world network
environments, as we explain below.
Assumption (1) has any kind of failure ounted as one against the budget of t failures. Yet,
di erent failures an have di erent probabilities of o urring. This is true both for failures of
di erent omponents and di erent failure modes of the same omponent. Assumption (1) is relaxed
by hybrid failure models [20℄, whi h have separate budgets for di erent kinds of failures, e.g., rash,
omission, and arbitrary failures. Indeed, hybrid failure models are often used in the design and
analysis of fault tolerant system, e.g., [16℄.
Assumption (2) is only valid for proto ols that run for a brief period. In pra ti e, however, the
likelihood of t failures o urring while a proto ol is running is highly dependent on the proto ol's
duration. Thus, while onsensus proto ols that exe ute more rounds an tolerate more faults, the
o urren e of more faults with su h proto ols is also more likely, whi h an lead to redu ed system
availability or reliability, as observed, e.g., in [1, 10℄.
Sto hasti (probabilisti ) models are often used to re e t the e e t of a proto ol's duration on
the likelihood of failures. Su h models (e.g., [1, 8℄) generally assume that pro esses fail after an
exponentially distributed random time, independently of ea h other. If a proto ol runs in dis rete
steps of equal duration, then this means that there is a xed failure probability p that a given
pro ess fails in a given step.
Su h sto hasti analysis is generally based on enumerating the states a proto ol an be in, and
modeling the probability of ea h state transition. In order to redu e the omplexity of the model
and to avoid state explosion, sto hasti analyses often model several proto ol steps as one atomi
a tion. If su h simpli ations are not done with are, they an lead to in orre t analyses. For
example, several analyses of the availability dynami voting algorithms (e.g., [5, 11℄) modeled a
step where all pro esses agree to move into a new on guration as one atomi a tion. In pra ti e,
su h agreement involves ommuni ation, and further failures an o ur while su h ommuni ation
is taking pla e. Su h failures an lead to blo king, whi h was not taken into a ount in these
analyses. As shown in [10℄, blo king an have a major impa t on system availability, espe ially as
failures be ome more frequent.
Assumptions (3) and (4) are rarely questioned in proto ol design. Hybrid failure models still
make assumptions about the independen e of failures within ea h ategory, e.g., that all pro esses
have the same likelihood of rashing and that su h failures are independent. Pro ess failures an
often be highly orrelated; many spe ta ular stories exist of how a single fault has brought down
a large olle tion of pro esses (e.g., the rash of the entire Grapevine distributed mail system and
the diÆ ulty in restarting it during 1983 SOSP [21℄ or the Code Red worm's ability to infe t all
Mi rosoft web servers [3℄).
Similarly, proto ols designed to over ome message loss and probabilisti analyses of su h protools, (e.g., [2, 8℄) are usually based on the assumptions that all links are equally reliable, and that
all messages are lost with equal probability and independently. In pra ti al networks, however,
this is not so. In running a group membership proto ol over the Internet [12℄, we observed a great
variability of loss rates over time. We also observed that pa kets sent between ertain pairs of
pro esses an be an order of magnitude more likely to be lost than pa kets sent between other pairs
of pro esses. Many proto ols use multi ast servi es to send messages to multiple re ipients. In
su h proto ols, it is not un ommon that a message lost by one re eiver will be lost by many [23℄.
Moreover, studies of the Internet multi ast ba kbone, Mbone, have shown that in typi al multi ast
sessions some links are mu h lossier than others [9℄ and that the mean loss rate on a given link also
varies with time, sometimes abruptly and sometimes gradually [23℄.
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Suggested Resear h Dire tions

Many of us who spe ify problems in fault toleran e and who design and analyze fault tolerant
algorithms are dire ting our e orts towards Internet-like environments. We believe that there are
three resear h dire tions that need to be pursued to enable those like us to make our work relevant.
(1) Obtain data on how su h environments fail. This is an a tive resear h dire tion (e.g., [24, 4℄)
that is still in its infan y. Our own work on measuring the performan e of the Moshe group membership servi e over the Internet [12℄ yielded many surprises, su h as a non-transitive ommuni ation
relation that persisted for almost a half an hour. We are urrently running a long term experiment
whose goal is to measure the frequen y and duration of su h anomalous ommuni ation relations.
We are also analyzing long time s ale IP-level Internet topologies to determine what the upper
bounds are on the reliability one an obtain in Internet ommuni ation.
(2) Find ways to model this data so it will be easy to reason about. This is a diÆ ult dire tion
to follow. We are working on models for systems in whi h pro esses have orrelated rash failures.
We have ome up with simple hara terizations for some reasonable orrelated failure assumptions,
but many other failure assumptions lead (not surprisingly) to algorithms that are NP-hard.
(3) Design proto ols using more realisti failure models. This is the most intelle tually rewarding
dire tion to follow. We are already working in this dire tion. For example, with Moshe we observed
that with our original all-to-all proto ol ommuni ation pattern (whi h maximized onne tivity)
a single lossy link ould have a signi ant e e t on performan e. After studying the loss-rates
between di erent pairs of pro esses we re on gured the proto ol ommuni ation pattern to avoid
using parti ularly lossy links. In our example, ommuni ation from Taiwan to other sites was very
lossy, but it was the least lossy with Cornell. We thus had Taiwan use Cornell as a portal for
ommuni ation with the other sites. Doing so led to a signi ant improvement in performan e. We
are studying ways to a ount for dynami hanges in loss-rates by using adaptive strategies.
Another example is our work in [10℄ in whi h we studied the e e t of frequent failures on the
availability of dynami voting algorithms. We observed that algorithms that use pipelining to
halve the time needed for re on guration, ould also halve the probability of re on guration being
interrupted by another failure. Sin e failures during re on guration an lead to blo king, using
pipelining is even more e e tive than one might rst imagine.
A third example leverages from the observation that onse utive message losses observed by a
re eiver are often due to the same lossy link [17℄. One an use this observation to build a a hingbased loss-re overy s heme for a reliable multi ast proto ol [18℄. One an a he the identity of the
pro ess that requested a retransmission for the previous lost message and also the identity of the
responder to the last request. When a loss is observed, one an rst assume that it is on the same
link so the same requester and responder will be used. Doing so would speed up the re overy and
eliminate dupli ate requests/responses in the ase of a a he hit.
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